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By Keith Porteous Wood, president of the (UK) National Secular Society and spokesperson for the 
International Association of Freethinkers

Catholicism does not have a monopoly in clerical abuse: it is a feature of practically all 
denominations and religions. But the reported scale is so much higher in countries where 
Catholicism is prevalent.

In the first decade of the fourth century, the agenda of the provincial Council of Elvira (in Spain), 
from which the laity were excluded, dealt with a range of disciplinary matters including “the abuse 
of children”.1

The first record I have found of a Pope (Paul VI) being told that sexual abuse of minors by clerics was 
a serious problem was in 19632 when the head of a US order offering rehabilitation warned that 
paedophilia was untreatable. One “solution” that was dismissed was purchasing an island on which 
to exile or imprison paedophile priests.

Wherever there have been inquiries into clerical child sexual abuse, a shocking amount of it has 
been found, generally related to the Catholic Church. Abuse scandals and the appalling outcome of 
inquiries build pressure for inquiries in nearby countries.

In France’s case this includes Ireland, Belgium, Germany, Britain and the Netherlands. I cannot prove
it, but I suspect that the offer of the Catholic Church in France to undertake its own inquiry may have
been motivated by a wish to avoid an inquiry by the Republic; certainly the problem was the subject 
of a Senat report3 that preceded the CIASE inquiry.

Inquiries are underway in Spain and Portugal. However not so in Italy, despite knowing from the 
main victim group there that abuse is a major issue.4 Maybe a factor is that the Vatican has immense

1 https://www.rmit.edu.au/content/dam/rmit/documents/news/church-abuse/child-sex-abuse-and-the-
catholic-church.pdf page 28

2 https://www.irishexaminer.com/world/arid-30452232.html
https://www.bishop-accountability.org/treatment/Servants/ 

3 https://www.senat.fr/notice-rapport/2018/r18-529-2-notice.html 

4 https://www.thelocal.it/20160303/hundreds-of-italian-paedophile-priests-outed-in-shocking-map/ 
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political influence, some believe aided by provisions of the Concordat originally agreed with 
Mussolini.5

With the growing awareness of abuse in South America, calls will grow for inquiries there. After the 
Pope had accused victims of defaming a Chilean bishop called Juan Barros, it later turned out, to 
Francis' great embarrassment, that he had already been given a letter warning him of Barros' 
activities.6 This led to a 2,300-page Vatican report on abuse in Chile and the whole episcopate 
offering its resignation, predictably not accepted.

I suspect the next major scandals will come from the Far East and Africa, to which many incorrigible 
priests were banished. And an even larger one about the abuse of nuns by priests, which is endemic.

CIASE’s final report contains some comparators around the world of the percentage of 
priests/religious that are abusers; however only some of the inquiries have attempted to quantify 
abuse.

The gold standard is Australia, which did the most comprehensive report. It concluded that 7% of 
priests and religious (monks) were guilty of abuse of minors. The England and Wales  inquiry came to
a similar figure. The figures from US and Germany came out lower at over 4%, but convincing 
concerns have been raised that these are understated because of design flaws. In Germany for 
instance, even though theirs was a completely independent inquiry, it was denied direct access to 
records and the ones it did see showed obvious signs of pages having been removed. 

In all these inquiries, the Church’s treatment of clerical abuse and abuse victims was condemned. 
Other common threads are that  while many more girls than boys are abused in general society, and 
in non-Catholic and non-Anglican denominations, in the Catholic and Anglican churches it is the 
reverse - up to 80% male victims. CIASE reports from one of its cohorts just over half of priests were 
homosexual, a far greater percentage than in the population. This is a hugely complex question that 
requires much more investigation, and I am not claiming to be an expert on sexuality. And I am not 
asserting that homosexuality = paedophilia, as I know some still unjustifiably maintain. However 
there may be attraction between some homosexual clerics and some post-pubescent young males, 
which is technically called ephebophilia.

Generally, higher abuse rates have been found with diocesan priests (as opposed to male 
religious/monks) and in areas of low religious practice, where there are lower levels of supervision. 

5 https://www.concordatwatch.eu/showtopic.php?org_id=878&kb_header_id=39221 (Article 4.4 reads 
“Ecclesiastics are not required to divulge to magistrates or to any other officials in authority any information 
on persons or matters made known to them through the exercise of their ministry.”, whereas other Italian 
citizens are required to report such abuse.)

6 https://www.ncronline.org/news/guest-voices/francis-inherits-decades-abuse-cover
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chile-abuse-victims-idUSKBN1I31SV
https://www.catholicworldreport.com/2018/04/11/pope-francis-admits-serious-mistakes-in-chile-sex-abuse-
case/ 
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In contrast, the rate of abuse in the Christian Brothers was found to be 22%7 in Australia. At such a 
level, effective supervision and enforcement of discipline becomes impossible.

Some women religieuses (nuns) abuse – victims can be boys or sometimes girls – but the rate is 
much lower. In the Australian report the maximum number of claimants was four for a female 
religious (nun), compared with a maximum of 80 for a male religious (monk).

Rates of compensation for clerical abuse of minors tend to be much greater in the US where juries 
often award compensation that can be further boosted by a punitive component. In contrast, 
elsewhere where levels are much lower, these have been further depressed by the basis of civil 
claims argued by lawyers behind closed doors being loaded unfairly against victims. For example, the
estimate of victims’ future earnings (a key component of the compensation, although not of course 
in the French Church’s internal scheme) was hugely reduced by the abuse suffered. Also, some 
victims in Britain were offered unreasonable settlements that they could not in practice refuse 
because doing so risked exposing themselves to huge legal costs that they would have had to bear if 
they had not accepted the offer. 

Where the Church has introduced a compensation scheme it does so in my opinion because it 
believes this will cost it less than if the victims seek civil damages. Melbourne, Australia has been 
notorious for its miserly compensation: the maximum was raised from A$75,000 to A$150,000 in 
2016. 8 As I am speaking in France, I should perhaps invite the audience to reflect that these figures 
are far higher than any of those awarded so far by the Church in France. 

The Church does everything in its power to avoid paying victims. A typical ploy is for dioceses, 
especially in the US, to declare bankruptcy9. Also in the US, the Vatican formally approved Cardinal 
Dolan’s transferring US$57 million from Milwaukee diocese to a cemetery fund, as a result of which 
he put the money out of reach of abuse victims in a home for the deaf.10 On appeal, a judge who 
ruled that canon law overruled state law upheld the transfer11. Fortunately, years later after a 
further appeal, this transfer was finally deemed unlawful, reversed and the money returned.12

Perhaps for these sterling efforts, Cardinal Dolan was promoted to be Archbishop of New York. Here 
he openly spent a small fortune in lawyer and lobbyist fees to oppose state legislation that would 

7

 https://www.rmit.edu.au/content/dam/rmit/documents/news/church-abuse/child-sex-abuse-and-the-
catholic-church.pdf page 176   

8

 https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2016/nov/18/catholic-church-doubles-maximum-
compensation-for-melbourne-abuse-victims-to-150000 

9

 https://catholicproject.catholic.edu/bankruptcy-information/ 

10

 https://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/02/us/dolan-sought-vatican-permission-to-shield-assets.html 

11

 https://www.snapnetwork.org/ny_judge_s_ruling_protects_cardinal_dolan 
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increase his archdiocese’s exposure to abuse settlements13, for example, through the lifting of time 
limits on abuse claims. I am pleased to report that this failed too.

It is revealing that the Vatican raises no objection to such blatant manoeuvres to deprive victims of 
compensation that they so need and justly deserve. I am sceptical that any Pope has been on the 
side of victims, nor their all-powerful secretaries of state. One, Cardinal Sodano, asked the Irish 
President in 2003 to block access to Church documents when investigating child abuse.14 She 
refused. 

A tip: giving the Vatican money helps them to overlook abuse. American Cardinal McCarrick, a serial 
abuser for decades, frequently bestowed generous monetary gifts on his friends in the Vatican who 
almost certainly knew of his abuses.15 One of the most notorious paedophiles, Marciel Maciel, the 
founder of the Legion of Christ, escaped any punishment from John Paul II, with whom he had a 
close relationship, or Benedict XVI who was presented with a dossier of his misdeeds. Maciel was a 
major source of funds for the Vatican. 

On a positive note I would like to pay tribute to the power of films to highlight egregious abuse and 
influence public opinion. Most notably these include Spotlight about Boston, Mass (US), and many in
Poland. Also let us not forget Ozon’s masterpiece about Lyon: its title, By the Grace of God, echoes 
Cardinal Barbarin’s bizarre admission to journalists who said something like “By the Grace of God 
nearly all the perpetrators’ crimes were prescribed or beyond the statute of limitations.”

My sad conclusion is that I know of no Catholic country in the world wherethe Church reports 
suspected abusers to civil authorities or that volunteers reasonable settlements to victims.

UN  CRC

Just a brief overview about how the CRC works. Apart from the US, nearly every other country has 
ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child. It includes an obligation to submit a report every 
five years to include, inter alia, difficulties in meeting the requirements of the Convention.

The Vatican/Holy See has also ratified the Convention. It claims that,despite being able to appoint 
and dismiss bishops it does not have the authority to impose its will on the worldwide Church, so 
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refuses to be answerable for anywhere beyond the somewhat cramped confines of Vatican City. The
Committee disagrees. The Holy See has been very late with its submissions and is currently five years
overdue. I would not be surprised if it never submits another report, as it is these reports that trigger
the Committee’s review, the last one of which was damning. 

As part of the five-yearly process, NGOs are invited to submit reports to the UN to alert it to 
particular concerns. Organisations with which I am associated raise problems on a variety of topics, 
but also some related to clerical abuse - usually but not always involving the Catholic Church.

We typically advocate a robust mandatory reporting of abuse scheme. Australia’s schemes appear 
the best. Their criminal law requires those in institutions to report suspected abuse, with no 
exceptions for the confession, but with protection for those who report in good faith.16 We also 
routinely argue for the removal of prescription time limits in criminal or civil law concerning child 
abuse.

After countries submit their report relevant NGOs are invited to a meeting at which the Committee 
questions them. Afterwards, the country is also asked questions by the Committee. Then the 
Committee prepares its “Concluding Observations”, which contain observations (some of which may 
be critical of the country concerned) and recommendations. This is a public document, so it provides
an opportunity to us all to highlight any shortfalls or concerns to the country’s Government, 
members of Parliament and the press. No doubt organisations will publicise it.

I invite you to highlight any shortfalls or concerns next year when France’s Concluding Observations 
will be published. 
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